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Abstract
We investigate magnetic properties of color superconducting quark matter
within a Ginzburg-Landau approach. The simultaneous coupling of the quark
elds to gluonic and electromagnetic gauge elds leads to \rotated electro-
magnetism" with a massive (Higgsed) and a massless photon-gluon eld. We
derive the Ginzburg-Landau equations for superconducting quark matter tak-
ing into account the \rotated electromagnetism" in the general case when the
rotation angle α is an arbitrary function of the coordinates. We obtain ex-
pressions for the calculation of the penetration depth, the quantized magnetic
flux q and the lower critical eld Hc1 for the massive eld and discuss the
possibility of vortex formation in the superconducting quark matter interior
of a compact star. We consider consequences of possible solutions of these
equations for the question whether the magnetic eld lines will be expelled
from the superconducting quark core (Meissner eect).




Recently, the possible formation of diquark condensates in QCD at nite density has
been reinvestigated in a series of papers following Refs. [1,2]. It has been shown that in
chiral quark models with a nonperturbative 4-point interaction motivated from instantons
[3] or nonperturbative gluon propagators [4,5] the anomalous quark pair amplitudes in the
color antitriplet channel can be very large: of the order of 100 MeV. Therefore, in two-flavor
QCD, one expects this diquark condensate to dominate the physics at densities beyond the
deconnement/chiral restoration transition and below the critical temperature ( 50 MeV)
for the occurence of this \color superconductivity" (2SC) phase. In a three-flavor theory
it has been found [6,7] that there can exist a color-flavor locked (CFL) phase for not too
large strange quark masses [8] where color superconductivity is complete in the sense that
diquark condensation produces a gap for quarks of all three colors and flavors, which is of
the same order of magnitude as that in the two-flavor case.
The high-density phases of QCD at low temperatures are most relevant for the explana-
tion of phenomena in rotating compact stars - pulsars. Conversely, the physical properties
of these objects (as far as they are measured) could constrain our hypotheses about the
state of matter at the extremes of densities. In contrast to the situation for the cooling
behaviour of compact stars [9] where the CFL phase is dramatically dierent from the 2SC
phase, we don’t expect qualitative changes of the magnetic eld structure between these
two phases. Consequently, we will restrict ourselves here to the discussion of the simpler
two-flavor theory rst.
According to Bailin and Love [10] the magnetic eld of pulsars should be expelled from
the superconducting interior of the star due to the Meissner eect and decay subsequently
within  104 years. If their arguments would hold in general, the observation of lifetimes for
the magnetic eld as large as 107 years [11,12] would exclude the occurence of an extended
superconducting quark matter phase in pulsars. For their estimate, they used a perturbative
gluon propagator which yielded a very small pairing gap and they made the assumption of
a homogeneous magnetic eld. Since both assumptions seem not to be valid in general,
we have performed in Ref. [13] a reinvestigation of the question whether presently available
knowledge about the lifetime of magnetic elds of pulsars might contradict the occurence of
a color superconducting phase of QCD at high densities. In the result of our investigation
we came to the conclusion that the magnetic eld in the quark core of the neutron star can
exist much longer than the spin-down age of a pulsar.
The authors of Ref. [14] have considered this question taking into account the \rotated
electromagnetism". They came to the same conclusion that the magnetic eld indeed will
live in the quark core suciently long although it does not form the structure of quantum
vortices because it obeys the force-free Maxwell equation. In our opinion they came to this
result since they have considered only one of the possible solutions for magnetic elds in
superconducting quark matter.
In the present work we derive the Ginzburg-Landau equations with account of \rotated
electromagnetism" and show that there is still another solution to these equations which
allows the formation of quark vortices in the core of neutron stars. The latter solution is
realised when the value of the magnetic eld exceeds the critical value of the eld strength
Hkc1. In the opposite case the solution presented in Ref. [14] will be realised.
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II. GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATIONS
In the paper [13] we have obtained the Ginzburg-Landau equations for relativistic super-
conducting quarks, supposing that the superconducting quark matter phase with ud diquark
pairing has Pp = 0, where p is the color antitriplet index. We study the consequences of
superconducting quark cores in neutron stars for the magnetic eld of pulsars. We nd
that within recent nonperturbative approach to the eective quark interaction the diquark
condensate forms a type II superconductor whereas previously quark matter was consid-
ered as a type I superconductor [10]. In both cases the magnetic eld which is generated
in the superconducting hadronic shell of superfluid neutrons and superconducting protons
can penetrate into the quark matter core since it is concentrated in proton vortex clusters
where the eld strength exceeds the critical value. Recently, in the paper [14], discussing
the Meissner eect for color superconducting quark matter, the authors introduce the Q^-
charge generator
Q^ = Q + P8 ; (1)
where Q is the conventional electromagnetic charge generator and P8 is associated with the














diag (1; 1;−2) in color r; g; b space : (3)
The condition they requested was that the Q^- charge of all Cooper pairs which form the
condensate vanishes
Q^dp = 0 : (4)
Applying this condition (instead of P8 = 0) for the derivation of the Ginzburg-Landau
equations, we will see that in the superconducting quark matter two dierent types of
magnetic elds can exist simultaneously. The penetration depths q for these two magnetic
elds are completely dierent. For one of them the penetration depth is nite and much
shorter than has been found in [14], but for the other one it becomes innitely large.
The free energy density in the superconducting quark matter with ud diquark pairing
can be written in the following form [9]
















where a = dn=dE t,  = dn=dE 7(3)(kBTc)
−2=8, γ = p2F =(6
2) and t = (T − Tc)=Tc
with Tc being the critical temperature, pF the quark Fermi momentum. In zeroth order with
respect to the coupling constant, dn=dE = pF=
2. jP^ dpj2 is the kinetic term of the free
energy density (5) which is given by
jP^ dpj2 = j(~r+ ie ~AQ + ig ~G8P8)dpj2 : (6)
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If we take into account the condition (4) and use (1) we will have
Qd = −P8d : (7)
Inserting (7) into (6) we will get
jP^ dpj2 = j(~r+ ie ~AP8 + ig ~G8P8)dpj2 : (8)
Following the paper [14], let us introduce instead of the original gauge elds ~A and ~G8 the
linear combinations ~Ax and ~Ay
~Ax =
−e ~A + g ~G8p
2e2 + g2
= − sin  ~A + cos ~G8 ; (9)
~Ay =
g ~A + e ~G8p
2e2 + g2
= cos  ~A + sin ~G8 : (10)






while the normalization is preserved
~A2x +
~A2y =
~A2 + ~G28 : (12)
At neutron star densities the gluons are strongly coupled (g2=4  1) and the photons
are of course weakly coupled (e2=4  1=137), so that   e=g is small. For the diquark
condensate, where blue-green and green-blue ud quarks are paired,  = 1=
p
3 and therefore
  1=20. Taking into account (9) and (10), the kinetic term (8) will become




2e2 + g2P8 ; (14)
and P8 = 1=
p
3. We see that the kinetic term has the conventional expression but instead
of the charge of the ud diquark pair equal to e=3 we have the new charge q which is much
larger than e=3 (about 20 times). The Ginzburg-Landau equations are obtained in the usual
way. If we demand that the variation of the free energy with respect to the parameters d,
~Ax and ~Ay have to be equal to zero, we will get
0 = adp + (dpd

p)dp + γ(i~r+ qAx)2dp ; (15)
the equation of motion for the diquark condensate and for the gauge elds
4
0 = sin  rot rot ~A− cos  rot rot~G8 − 4iqγ[d~rd − d~rd]− 8q2γjdj2 ~Ax ; (16)
0 = cos  rot rot ~A + sin  rot rot~G8 : (17)
These equations can be written in the following form
2q rot rot ~A + sin








2 ~G8 = −icos 
2q
(dp~rdp − dp~rdp)
jdj2 + sin  cos 
~A (19)
This is the system of Ginzburg-Landau equations for superconducting quark matter which
takes into account the \rotated electromagnetism". In the case when  = 0 = const, the
equations (16), (17) will take the form
~jx = −iqγ(dp~rdp − dp~rdp)− 2q2γjdpj2 ~Ax ; (20)










The Ginzburg-Landau equation (20) has a solution which corresponds to the Meissner eect
for the gauge eld Ax (~rap = 0, ~Ax = 0 inside the superconductor). For the case of a weak
eld (Bx < Hc1) one obtains that ~Bx obeys the London equation
2q rot rot
~Bx + ~Bx = 0 ; (24)
where








Since the penetration depth q is proportional to q
−1, it is about 20 times smaller than
it has been found in [13]. For the case of a strong magnetic eld (Bx > Hc1), and if the
superconducting quark matter is a type II superconductor, one obtains from Eqs. (20) and
(22)
2q rot rot
~Bx + ~Bx = q
∑
i
(~r − ~ri) ; (27)
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where ~ri are the positions of vortices in the superconducting quark matter.
In order to decide whether the quark matter system is a superconductor of type I or type
II, one must compare the penetration depth q with the characteristic size q of the region












The Ginzburg-Landau parameter  which determines the behaviour of the superconductor









When  > 1=
p
2, for the magnetic eld ~Bx the superconducting quark condensate appears
as a superconductor of the second kind into which the magnetic eld can penetrate by
































where 0 = 2  10−7 G cm2 is the quantum of the proton magnetic flux. We see that for






)2  20 smaller
than has been found in [13].
It is worth to mention, that because q decreases 20 times, the max will be only slightly
greater than one so that we can consider the quark superconductor as marginally type II.
The magnetic eld ~By = rot ~Ay, as we see from (21) and (23), obeys the sourceless
Maxwell equation
rot ~By = 0 : (33)
We observe that the behavior of the eld ~Bx is completely dierent form that of ~By. While
~Bx obeys the Meissner eect with the penetration depth given by (26), the gauge eld ~By
can penetrate freely as in the vacuum.
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Finally, we want to mention that Eqs. (27) and (33) using Eqs. (18) and (19) can be
written in the form
2q rot rot
~B + sin2 0 ~B = q sin 0
∑
i
(~r − ~ri) + sin 0 cos 0 ~B8 (34)
2q rot rot
~B8 + cos
2 0 ~B8 = q cos 0
∑
i
(~r − ~ri) + sin 0 cos 0 ~B ; (35)
where ~B = rotA; ~B8 = rotG8 and ri are the positions of the quantum vortices which are
generated by electromagnetic and gluonic elds, respectively. As can be seen from (34) and
(35), these equations do not decouple unlike the case for ~Bx; ~By.
III. CONSEQUENCES FOR NEUTRON STARS
In the paper [13], we described the structure of the neutron star magnetic eld in the
presence of a superconducting quark matter core. In this work we did not take into account
the eect of \rotated electromagnetism" and concluded that the quark core consists of a
dense lattice of magnetic quantum vortices which are generates in the hadronic phase and
which can enter the quark core of the neutron star. Discussing this question including the
\rotated electromagnetism" the authors of Ref. [14] arrived at the conclusion that in the
case of a sharp boundary between the superconducting quark core and the vacuum in the
quark core predominantly the eld ~By is present. In the case of a smooth boundary only
the eld ~By is persists. Since the eld ~By is massless it can penetrate freely into the quark
core and obeys the force-free Maxwell equation.
We agree with this conclusion when the elds present in the quark matter core have a
strength less than the critical one. This is independent of the type of superconductivity in
the quark core. However, if in the neutron star the elds generated in the hadronic phase are
inhomogeneous as has been shown in Refs. [15] and their eld strength exceeds the critical
values in both the hadronic and the quark matter phases, then the conclusion of Ref. [14]
that magnetic quantum vortices cannot be present in the quark matter core is not unique.
In the following we want to explain this more in detail.
For deniteness, let us assume that the quark matter core is a type II superconductor.
The conclusions, however, remain qualitatively unchanged if the quark core is a type I
superconductor. At some point in the rapid cooling of the star due to neutrino emission
the neutrons in the hadronic phase (\npe"-phase) of the star become superfluid. Since the
basic interaction between isolated protons resembles that of the neutrons, the protons in
the hadronic phase become superfluid too. The density of protons in "npe"-phase is only
few per cent of the neutron density, so that the protons will pair in the 1S0 channel [16{18].
The neutrons take part in the rotation, forming a lattice of quantized vortex lines. Because
of the strong interaction of the neutrons with the protons a part of the superconducting
protons will be entrained by the neutrons [19,21] and create in the region of the neutron













3mnΩ is the lattice spacing of the neutron vortex lattice, k = (m

p −
mp)=mp is the entrainment coecient with the eective mass m

p and the bare mass mp of
the protons; ^n is the unit vector in the direction of the vortex axis, r is the distance from
the center of the vortex and Ω is the angular velocity of the rotation of the star. This eld,
the magnitude of which is determined by the rotation of the star, acts as an external eld
for the non-entrained protons and creates a cluster of proton vortices with the fluxes 0 in
the region around the axis of the neutron vortex where H(r) > Hpc1. The radius of this




For the Vela pulsar (PSR 0833-45) with Ω = 70 rad s−1 and b = 10−3 cm, we have n = 10−5
cm. While the mean magnetic induction in the star due to proton vortex clusters is of the
order 1012 G, the mean magnetic induction within the cluster reaches values of 4 1014 G
[23,15]. The magnetic eld strength H(r) which occurs in the \npe"-phase is the strength of
the external eld relative to the superconducting quark condensate. It reaches the maximum







 4:7 1016G ; (38)
for p = 30 fm, k = 0:7 and a coherence length n = 30 fm of the neutron.
Let us consider two special solutions of the system of equations (27) and (33). One of
these solutions has ~Bx = 0; ~By 6= 0 and no magnetic vortices in the superconducting quark
matter, see Fig. 1. It is easy to see that the condition ~Bx = 0 corresponds to the requirement
sin 0 ~B = cos 0 ~B8 : (39)
Then, according to equations (34) and (35)
rot rot ~B = 0 ; rot rot ~B8 = 0 : (40)
Together with the condition ~jy = 0 we nally have
rot ~B = rot ~B8 = 0 : (41)
The magnetic eld inside the quark matter core obeys the force-free Maxwell equation. As
a consequence, the magnetic eld in the hadronic phase which is concentrated in the inner
region of the neutron vortex with the radius r1 < b will be widened in the quark phase in
order to homogeneously ll the space between the continuation of the neutron vortices. The
eld is weakened to a value of the order 1012 G.
Let us consider another possible solution of equations (27) and (33). We assume that in
the quark core there are magnetic quantum vortices, see Fig 2. Then one of the particular
solutions of these equations will be ~Bx 6= 0; ~By = 0. The latter condition gives us the
following relation between ~B and ~B8
− sin 0 ~B8 = cos 0 ~B : (42)
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Using this equation we eliminate ~B8 from Eq. (34) and obtain a closed equation for ~B
2qrot rot
~B + ~B = q sin 0
∑
i
(~r − ~ri) : (43)
Equation (43) shows that the magnetic eld in the quark phase can form a lattice of quantum
vortices with the flux k = q sin 0. This result gives us the possibility to estimate the








We compare the value of the critical eld Hkc1 in the quark phase with its value in the










Taking into account that sin 0  e=g
p
3 ; q = g=
p
3 ; ln p  2 and ln q ’ 1, we obtain
Hkc1  0:3 Hpc1: (46)
Thus the critical eld in the superconducting quark phase is of the same order or even
smaller than the one in the hadronic phase. This means that the magnetic eld of a proton
cluster enters into the quark core in the form of quantum vortices of the quark condensate.




; ~B = nqk : (47)
Since k = 0=4, the density of the vortices in the quark matter will be 4 times larger than
in the hadronic phase.
In order to decide the question which of these scenarios will be realised ( ~Bx = 0; ~By 6= 0
or ~Bx 6= 0; ~By = 0) we estimate the value of the change of magnetic energy of the quark
condensate in a cylindric volume of radius b and unit length in these two cases. In the rst
















~H ~BdV1 ; (49)
where kq = H
k
c1k=4. A simple estimate gives








Here S1 = r
2
1, where r1 is the radius of the proton cluster which is one order of magnitude
smaller than the distance between the neutron vortices b and H is the mean value of the
magnetic eld of the proton cluster which fullls the condition H  Hkc1.
When the absolute value of E2 is greater than the one of E1, then it is energetically
more favoured that the vortex cluster penetrates into the quark matter core. For an estimate
of E = jE1j − jE2j we have also to take into account the conservation of the magnetic
flux
HS1 = BS2 : (51)










Since S1 < S2 we have E > 0.
Therefore, when we assume that in the star one of these both special solutions has to
be realised, then it is energetically favoured that the magnetic eld in the quark core forms
magnetic quantum vortices. This result, of course, has been obtained since the magnetic
eld generated in the proton cluster is always larger than Hkc1. Finally we note that if in the
hadronic phase there is a magnetic eld the induction of which is smaller than Hkc1 then the
magnetic eld in the quark phase will penetrate as described in Ref. [14]. This scenario is
realised also in that case when at the broder between the quark and the hadron phase there
is a normal zone of thickness d  p.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article we derived the Ginzburg-Landau equations with account for \rotated
electromagnetism". From the form of these equations written for ~B and ~B8 it is obvious
that they are coupled, i.e. the appearance of one of them leads to the immediate appearance
of the other. On the other hand the Equation for the elds ~Bx and ~By are not coupled and
the realisation of special solutions is possible when one of the elds vanishes. In considering
the possibility of a realisation of these solutions we have shown that if the value of the mean
magnetic eld is less than the critical eld of the quark phase H < Hkc1, then the structure
of the magnetic eld in the quark matter phase corresponds to the solution ~Bx = 0 and
~By 6= 0 as had been suggested by the authors of Ref. [14]. In the opposite case, when the
mean magnetic eld in the vicinity of the neutron vortex is greater than the critical one
Hkc1 then it is energetically favoured that the magnetic forms quantum vortices in the quark
matter. The density of these vortices is four times larger than in the hadronic phase and
consequently the magnetic induction in a quark vortex is by the same factor smaller than
in the proton vortex. The magnetic eld ~B8 corresponding to color magnetic currents has
the same distribution around the continuation of the center of the neutron vortex as also
the eld ~B although it is one order of magnitude larger.
In conclusion, we remark that regardless of the scenarios considered the magnetic eld
persists in the quark matter core so that the superconductivity of quark matter does not
lead to an expulsion of the magnetic eld into the hadronic mantle of the neutron star.
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FIG. 1. The magnetic flux at the boundary of hadronic (H) and quark matter (Q) regions of







FIG. 2. The magnetic flux at the boundary of hadronic (H) and quark matter (Q) regions of
the neutron star in the case when ~Bx 6= 0, ~By = 0 in the quark matter phase.
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